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Minimal cyclic codes and cyclotomic cosets
We consider the ring Rpnq = GF()[x]/(xpnq − 1), where p, q,  are
distinct odd primes,  is a primitive root both modulo pn and q.
Explicit expressions for all the (d + 1)n + 2 primitive idempotents
are obtained, d = gcd(φ(pn),φ(q)), p  (q − 1). The dimension,
generating polynomials and the minimum distance of the minimal
cyclic codes of length pnq over GF() are also discussed.
© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let GF() be a ﬁeld of prime order ,  odd. Let m  1 be an integer with gcd(,m) = 1. Let
Rm = GF()[x]/(xm − 1). The minimal cyclic codes of length m over GF() are ideals of the ring Rm
generated by the primitive idempotents. Arora and Pruthi [1,5] obtained the primitive idempotents in
Rm for m = 2,4, pn and 2pn where p is an odd prime and  is a primitive root mod m. Pruthi [6]
obtained some idempotents in R2n , n  3. A. Sharma, G.K. Bakshi, V.C. Dumir and Madhu Raka [7]
obtained all the primitive idempotents and minimal cyclic codes in R2n , n 3. G.K. Bakshi and Madhu
Raka [2] also obtained minimal cyclic codes of length pnq, where p,q are distinct odd primes,  is
a primitive root mod pn and q both and gcd(φ(pn), φ(q)) = 2. Ranjeet Singh and Manju Pruthi [8]
found the primitive idempotents in the ring Rpnqm = GF()[x]/(xpnqm − 1), where p,q,  are distinct
odd primes and gcd(φ(pn), φ(qm)) = 2, o()pn = φ(pn)/2 and o()qm = φ(qm)/2.
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1018 A. Sahni, P.T. Sehgal / Finite Fields and Their Applications 18 (2012) 1017–1036In this paper, we consider the case when m = pnq, where p,q are distinct odd primes and  is a
primitive root both mod pn and mod q and gcd(φ(pn), φ(q)) = d, d  2, with p  (q − 1). Clearly, d is
even. (p = 5, q = 17,  = 3, d = 4 is one such sequence for every n.) We obtain explicit expressions
for all the (d + 1)n + 2 primitive idempotents in Rpnq (see Section 4). In Section 5, we discuss the
dimension, generating polynomials and the minimum distance of the minimal cyclic codes of length
pnq over GF(). This extends the results obtained by G.K. Bakshi and Madhu Raka [2] which consider
the case d = 2.
2. Primitive idempotents in GF()[x]/(xpnq − 1)
2.1. Consider the following generalization of MacWilliams and Sloane [3, Chapter 8, Theorem 6] to
the non-binary case:
For 0  s m − 1, let Cs = {s, s, s2, . . . , sms−1}, where ms is the smallest positive integer such
that sms ≡ s (mod m), be the cyclotomic coset containing s. If α denotes a primitive mth root of
unity in some extension ﬁeld of GF(), then the polynomial M(s)(x) =∏iCs (x − αi) is the minimal








)= {1 if j ∈ Cs,
0 if j /∈ Cs. (2.1)




















α j(k−i) =mεi .
Therefore, in view of (2.1), εi = 1m
∑m−1
j=0 θs(α j)α−i j = 1m
∑
j∈Cs α
−i j . 
2.2. Recall that a reduced residue system modulo m is a set of φ(m) integers a1,a2, . . . ,aφ(m) such
that gcd(ai,m) = 1 and ai ≡ a j (mod m) for all i, j, 1  i, j  φ(m), i = j. The order of  modulo m
is the least positive integer h such that h ≡ 1 (mod m). If h = φ(m), then  is called a primitive root
modulo m. It is well known that primitive roots mod m exist only when m = 2,4, pe,2pe where p is
an odd prime.
We assume that p,q,  are distinct odd primes, n 1 is an integer,  is a primitive root mod pn as
well as a primitive root mod q, gcd(φ(pn), φ(q)) = d 2, p  (q − 1).
Lemma 1. If  is a primitive root mod pn, then  is a primitive root mod pn− j also, for all j, 0 j  n − 1.
Proof. See G.K. Bakshi and Madhu Raka [2, Lemma 1]. 
Lemma 2. Let p,q be distinct odd primes. Let  be an integer such that gcd(, pnq) = 1. If  belongs to exponent
r, s, t modulo pn, q and pnq respectively, then t = lcm[r, s].
Proof. As t ≡ 1 (mod pnq), we get t ≡ 1 (mod pn) and t ≡ 1 (mod q) so that r | t and s | t .
Consequently, lcm[r, s] | t . On the other hand, let d = gcd(r, s). Then r ≡ 1 (mod pn) gives  r.sd ≡
1 (mod pn). Similarly, s ≡ 1 (mod q) gives  s.rd ≡ 1 (mod q). But p,q are distinct primes, so we get

r.s
d ≡ 1 (mod pnq). However  belongs to exponent t mod pnq. Therefore, t | rsd . Also rs = gcd(r, s) ×
lcm[r, s] = d × lcm[r, s], i.e. t | lcm[r, s]. We thus conclude that t = lcm[r, s]. 
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nq)
d
mod pnq, where d = gcd(φ(pn),φ(q)).
Proof. By Lemma 2. 
Corollary 2. Let p,q,  be distinct primes, n  1 be an integer,  be a primitive root mod pn as well as a
primitive root mod q, where gcd(φ(pn),φ(q)) = d, p  (q − 1). Then the order of  mod pn− jq is φ(pn− jq)d for
every j, 0 j  n − 1.
Proof. By Lemma 1 and Corollary 1. 
Lemma 3. Let p,q,  be distinct odd primes, such that gcd(φ(p),φ(q)) = d and  is a primitive root mod p
as well as a primitive root mod q. Then there exists an integer a, 1 < a < pq, gcd(a, pq) = 1 such that a is
primitive root mod p and order of a is φ(q)d mod q.
Proof. Consider the complete residue systems Sp = {0,1, . . . , p − 1}, Sq = {0,1, . . . ,q − 1} and Spq =
{0,1,2, . . . , pq−1} mod p, mod q and mod pq respectively. We deﬁne the Cartesian Product Sp× Sq =
{(r, s); r ∈ Sp, s ∈ Sq} and a map θ : Spq → Sp × Sq given by θ(a) = (r, s) where a ≡ r (mod p) and
a ≡ s (mod q). It is easy to see that θ preserves the arithmetic and has an inverse (since θ is bijective).
Since gcd(p,q) = 1, ∃ integers u, v such that pu+qv = 1. Given an ordered pair (r, s) ∈ Sp × Sq , there
exists a unique a ∈ Spq such that a ≡ (spu + rqv) (mod pq). Then θ(a) = (r, s).
Let us now ﬁnd an integer a such that 1 < a < pq and a is a primitive root modulo p and order
of a is φ(q)d modulo q, where d = gcd(φ(p),φ(q)). Now  is a primitive root mod p as well as a
primitive root mod q. Choose m1 such that m1 is also a primitive root mod p. Indeed choose m1
satisfying 1  m1 < φ(p) and gcd(m1, φ(p)) = 1. Choose m2 such that dm2 has order φ(q)d mod q.
Indeed choose m2 satisfying 1  m2 < φ(q) and gcd(dm2, φ(q)) = d. Let a ∈ Spq be such that a ≡
(m1qv + dm2 pu) (mod pq). Then, a ≡ m1 (mod p) and hence a is a primitive root mod p. Also
a ≡ dm2 (mod q) so that order of a is φ(q)d mod q. Clearly, gcd(a, pq) = 1. 
Remark 1. (i) In the above lemma, by interchanging p and q, we can also ﬁnd an integer a, 1 <
a < pq such that gcd(a, pq) = 1 and a is primitive root mod q and order of a is φ(p)d mod p where
d = gcd(φ(p),φ(q)).
(ii) For m1 =m2 = 1, a ≡ qv + d pu (mod pq) is one of the possible values of a.
Lemma 4. Let a be an integer with 1 < a < pq and gcd(a, pq) = 1 such that a is a primitive rootmod p and or-
der of a is φ(q)d mod q OR a is a primitive rootmod q and order of a is
φ(p)
d mod p, where d = gcd(φ(p),φ(q)),
then a,a2,a3, . . . ,ad−1 /∈ S where S = {1, , 2, . . . ,  φ(pq)d −1}.
Proof. Assume that ai ∈ S , for some i, 1  i < d. Then ai ≡ k (mod pq), for some k, 0  k < φ(pq)d .
However, a ≡ m1qv+dm2 pu (mod pq). Thus, im1 ≡ k (mod p) and idm2 ≡ k (mod q), showing that
k ≡ im1 (mod φ(p)) and k ≡ idm2 (mod φ(q)). As d divides both φ(p) and φ(q), we obtain that k ≡
im1 ≡ idm2 ≡ 0 (mod d). In particular, im1 ≡ 0 (mod d), which is a contradiction as gcd(m1, φ(p)) = 1
and 1 i < d. 
Lemma 5. There exists an integer a, 1 < a < pq satisfying gcd(a, pq) = 1 and a,a2, . . . ,ad−1 /∈ S, where
S = {1, , 2, . . . ,  φ(pq)d −1}.
Proof. In view of Lemma 4, it is suﬃcient to consider gcd(a, ). If gcd(a, ) = 1, we are through. If
not, then gcd(a, ) = , as  is a prime. Write a = rb, where   b. Then b also satisﬁes 1 < b < pq,
gcd(b, pq) = 1 and b,b2, . . . ,bd−1 /∈ S . For, if bi ∈ S for some i, 1  i < d, bi ≡ k (mod pq) implies
that ai ∈ S , which contradicts Lemma 4. 
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any i,k; 1 i < d and 0 k < φ(pq)d . Further, for this ﬁxed a and any j, 0 j < n, the set
{
1, , . . . , 
φ(pn− jq)
d −1,a,a, . . . ,a
φ(pn− jq)
d −1, . . . ,ad−1,ad−1, . . . ,ad−1
φ(pn− jq)
d −1}
forms a reduced residue system mod pn− jq.
Proof. With a as in Lemma 5,
{
1, , . . . , 
φ(pn− jq)
d −1,a,a, . . . ,a
φ(pn− jq)
d −1, . . . ,ad−1,ad−1, . . . ,ad−1
φ(pn− jq)
d −1}
are φ(pn− jq) elements which are coprime to pq. It is suﬃcient to prove that they are all pairwise
incongruent mod pn− jq. Let aik ≡ art (mod pn− jq) with 0 r  i < d and 0 k, t < φ(pn− jq)d . Then
ai−r ≡ t−k (mod pn− jq) implies that ai−r ≡ s (mod pq) where s ≡ t − k (mod φ(pq)d ). Therefore,
ai−r ∈ S and 0  i − r < d. Consequently, i = r. Therefore, we get k ≡ t (mod pn− jq), where 0 
k, t < φ(p
n− jq)
d and the order of  mod p
n− jq is φ(p
n− jq)
d , giving us k = t . 
Theorem 2. If m = pnq, d = gcd(φ(pn),φ(q)), p  (q − 1),  is a primitive root mod pn as well as mod q and




pn, pn, pn2, . . . , pnφ(q)−1
}
and for 0 i  n − 1, 0 k d − 1,
C piq =
{




akpi,akpi, . . . ,akpi
φ(pn−iq)
d −1}.
Proof. Since  is a primitive root mod q; {1, , 2, . . . , q−2} forms a reduced residue system
mod q. Also pnq−1 ≡ pn (mod pnq). Therefore, the cyclotomic coset containing pn is Cpn =
{pn, pn, . . . , pnq−2}.
Since  is a primitive root mod pn−i for every i, 0 i  n − 1, and piqφ(pn−i) ≡ piq (mod pnq);
the cyclotomic coset containing piq is Cpiq = {piq, piq, . . . , piqφ(pn−i)−1}.
By Corollary 2 and Lemma 6, Cak pi and Cah p j are pairwise disjoint whenever k = h or i = j. For a
ﬁxed k, 0 k d − 1, and ﬁxed i, 0 i  n − 1, akpi φ(p
n−i q)
d ≡ akpi (mod pnq). Thus, the cyclotomic
coset containing akpi is Cak pi = {akpi,akpi, . . . ,akpi
φ(pn−i q)
d −1}.
Finally, these are all the cyclotomic cosets mod pnq because

































a,a, . . . ,a
φ(pnq)
d −1}, . . . , Cad−1 = {ad−1,ad−1, . . . ,ad−1 φ(pnq)d −1}.
Thus, C1 ∪ Ca ∪ · · · ∪ Cad−1 is a reduced residue system mod pnq (see Lemma 6).
Lemma 7. For any integer u, au ∈ C1 if and only if u ≡ 0 (mod d).
Proof. We claim that ad ∈ C1. For, if ad ∈ Cak for some k, 0 < k < d, then ad ≡ akt (mod pnq) showing
that ad−k ∈ C1 with 0 < d − k < d, which contradicts Lemma 5. Hence, ad ∈ C1. Clearly adv ∈ C1 for
every positive integer v (ad being a power of ). Thus, if u ≡ 0 (mod d), au ∈ C1. Conversely, let
au ∈ C1. Write u = dv + r, 0 r < d. Then au ≡ k (mod pnq), 0 k < φ(pnq)d gives us that ar ∈ C1 and
0 r < d implies that r = 0. Therefore, u ≡ 0 (mod d). 
Lemma 8. −1 ∈ C1 or −1 ∈ Cad/2 .
Proof. Let −1 ∈ Cau , where 0  u  d − 1. Therefore, −1 ≡ auk (mod pnq) for some k, 0  k 
φ(pnq)
d − 1. This implies that a2u2k ≡ 1 (mod pnq) showing that a2u ∈ C1. Therefore, by Lemma 7,
2u ≡ 0 (mod d) and 0 u  d − 1. Consequently, u = 0 or u = d2 . 
Remark 3. (i) As  is a primitive root mod q, 
φ(q)
2 ≡ −1 (mod q) so that pn φ(q)2 ≡ −pn (mod pnq).
Therefore, −Cpn = Cpn .
(ii) Since  is a primitive root mod pn−i for each i, 0 i  n− 1,  φ(p
n−i )
2 ≡ −1 (mod pn−i), so that
piq
φ(pn−i )
2 ≡ −piq (mod pnq). Therefore, −Cpiq = Cpiq for each i, 0 i  n − 1.
(iii) −C1 = C1 or −C1 = Cad/2 according as −1 ∈ C1 or −1 ∈ Cad/2 .
(iv) If −C1 = C1, then −Cak pi = Cak pi and if −C1 = Cad/2 , then −Cak pi = Cak+ d2 pi ∀i,k; 0 i  n − 1
and 0 k d − 1.
3. Some results
The following results are needed to evaluate idempotents:
Lemma 9. For any odd prime p and k a positive integer, if β is a primitive pkth root of unity in some extension





{−1 if k = 1,
0 if k 2,
(3.1)
where  is a primitive root mod pk.
Proof. See G.K. Bakshi and Madhu Raka [2, Lemma 4]. 
Let α be a ﬁxed primitive pnqth root of unity in some extension ﬁeld of GF(). For 0 i  n − 1,
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0 if i  n − 2,
pn−1 if i = n − 1. (3.2)
Proof. For any k and i, 0  k  d − 1, 0  i  n − 1, akpis ≡ akpit (mod pnq) if and only if s ≡











































By Lemma 6, as
{
1, , . . . , 
φ(pn− jq)
d −1,a,a, . . . ,a
φ(pn− jq)
d −1, . . . ,ad−1,ad−1, . . . ,ad−1
φ(pn− jq)
d −1}





































As β = 1, β p = 1, βq = 1, the ﬁrst three geometric series in (3.4) are zero. If β pq = 1, i.e. if
i = (n − 1), the sum of the last series in (3.4) also vanishes. If i = n − 1, the last series in (3.4) is
β pq = 1. Thus, ∑d−1k=0 A(k)i = pn−1 for i = n − 1 and 0 for i = n − 1. 




k pi s =
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
−1 if i + j  n, j = n,
−φ(pn− j)d if i + j  n, j  n − 1,
1
p j
A(h+k)i+ j if i + j  n − 1.













where β = αak pi+n is a primitive qth root of unity.












where β = αak+h pi+ j is a primitive qth root of unity, if i + j  n. Therefore, βs = βr if and only if













Also if i+ j  n−1, β = αak+h pi+ j is a primitive pn−i− jqth root of unity. Then βs = βr if and only
















































From (3.6) and (3.7), the sum in the lemma is equal to 1
p j
A(h+k)i+ j . This proves the lemma. 











φ(pn− j) if i + j  n,
−pi if i + j = n − 1,
0 if i + j  n − 2.
Proof. Let r be either q or ak for some k, 0 k d − 1.














where β = αpi+ jqr is a primitive pn−i− jth root of unity for i + j  n − 1 and β = 1 if i + j  n.







pi · 0 if n − (i + j) 2,
pi · (−1) if n − (i + j) = 1,
=
{
0 if i + j  n − 2,
−pi if i + j = n − 1.
This completes the proof of the lemma. 







φ(q) if i + j  n, j = n,
φ(pn− jq)
d if i + j  n, j  n − 1,
−pi(q−1)
d if i + j = n − 1,
0 if i + j  n − 2.
Proof. For j = n, as Cah p j = Cpn , the required sum is
∑
s∈Cpn α
piqs =∑φ(q)−1s=0 βs = φ(q), where β =
αp






















where β = αpi+ jq is a primitive pn−i− j th root of unity for i + j  n − 1 and if i + j  n then β = 1.
Therefore, the sum equals φ(q)φ(p
n− j)








0 if i + j  n − 2,
−φ(q)pid if i + j = n − 1,
which proves the lemma. 
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Deﬁne σs(x) =∑i∈Cs xi and let θs(x) denote the primitive idempotent corresponding to the cyclo-
tomic coset Cs .
4.1. Evaluation of θ0(x)





1+ x+ x2 + · · · + xpnq−1).
4.2. Evaluation of θpn (x)









As the value of εr remains same for all r in a cyclotomic coset, we just need to evaluate ε0, εpn ,















ns = − 1
pnq
(by Lemma 11).





















θpn (x) = 1
pnq
(











4.3. Evaluation of θp jq(x) for 0 j  n − 1





















0 i  n − 1 and 0 k d − 1. Now,





































pnq if i + j  n,
− pipnq if i + j = n − 1,






pnq if i  n − j,
− pn− j−1pnq if i = n − j − 1,
0 if i < n − j − 1.













pnq if i  n − j,
− pn− j−1pnq if i = n − j − 1,

























4.4. Evaluation of θak p j (x) for 0 k d − 1, 0 j  n − 1










s∈Cak p j α
−rs = 1pnq
∑
s∈Cak+u p j α
rs , where u = 0 or u = d/2 according as −1 ∈ C1 or −1 ∈




s∈Caλ p j α
rs , where λ ≡ k + u (mod d) and 0  λ  d − 1. We just need to











































d if i  n − j,
− pn− j−1φ(q)d if i = n − j − 1,
0 if i < n − j − 1.













−φ(pn− j)d if i  n − j,
1
p j
A(h+λ)i+ j if i  n − j − 1.
Thus,

























A(h+λ)i+ j σah pi (x).





0 if r /∈ Cs,
1 if r ∈ Cs.
So that θak p j (α
ak p j ) = 1. Using Lemmas 11, 12 and 13 we get σpn (αak p j ) = −1, for i  n − j,
σpiq(α




k p j )=
{ −φ(pn−i)
d if i  n − j,
A(k+h)i+ j if i  n − j − 1.
Substituting the above values in θak p j (α
ak p j ) = 1, we get
1 = (p − 1)
dp j+1q
{






























which gives us that,

































i+ j−t = 0 ∀1 t  j. (4.3)





















n−1−t = 0 ∀1 t  n − 1. (4.6)















j−t = 0 ∀1 t  j, (4.8)
for 0 k, g  d − 1, 0 t  j < n − 1.
Lemma 14. A(k)j = 0 ∀ 0 j < n − 1 and 0 k d − 1.
Proof. Assume that there exists an integer it such that A
(it )
n−t−1 = 0.
For g = 0; k = d − u,d − u + 1, . . . ,d − u − 1, (4.6) gives us d equations as follows:
A(0)n−t−1A
(0)
n−1 + A(1)n−t−1A(1)n−1 + · · · + A(d−1)n−t−1A(d−1)n−1 = 0,
A(0)n−t−1A
(1)




n−1 + A(1)n−t−1A(0)n−1 + · · · + A(d−1)n−t−1A(d−2)n−1 = 0.
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(it+u+1)
n−1 , . . ., A
(it+u−1)






















implying that A(it )n−t−1 = 0 in GF(). As 1 t  n−1 is arbitrary, we obtain that A(k)j = 0 ∀0 j < n−1
and 0 k d − 1. 
For k = 0 and g = 1,2, . . . ,d − 1, (4.4) and (4.5) give the following d equations:
A(0)n−1A
(u)
n−1 + A(1)n−1A(u+1)n−1 + · · · + A(d−1)n−1 A(u−1)n−1 =






















By adding and subtracting alternate equations, we get
(
A(0)n−1 − A(1)n−1 + A(2)n−1 − · · · − A(d−1)n−1
)(
A(u)n−1 − A(u+1)n−1 + A(u+2)n−1 − · · · − A(u−1)n−1
)= p2n−2pq. (4.9)
If u = 0 or u = d/2 is even, then (4.9) becomes
(
A(0)n−1 − A(1)n−1 + A(2)n−1 − · · · − A(d−1)n−1
)2 = p2n−2pq,
so that pq is a quadratic residue mod . Let pq = δ2. Then we have
A(0)n−1 + A(2)n−1 + · · · + A(d−2)n−1 =
pn−1(1+ δ)
2




If u = d/2 is odd, then (4.9) reads as
(
A(0)n−1 − A(1)n−1 + A(2)n−1 − · · · − A(d−1)n−1
)2 = −p2n−2pq,
so that (−pq) is a quadratic residue mod . Let −pq = γ 2. Then we have
A(0)n−1 + A(2)n−1 + · · · + A(d−2)n−1 =
pn−1(1+ γ )
2
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gcd(φ(pn),φ(q)) = d, p  (q − 1), then
(a) pq is a quadratic residue mod , if
(i) 
φ(pnq)




2d ≡ −1 (mod pnq) and d ≡ 0 (mod 4).
(b) −pq is a quadratic residue mod , if  φ(p
nq)
2d ≡ −1 (mod pnq) and d ≡ 2 (mod 4).
5. Dimension, generating polynomial and minimum distance of minimal codes of length pnq
The dimension of the minimal code Ms is the number of non-zeros of the generating idempo-
tent θs; which is the cardinality of the cyclotomic coset Cs .
Lemma 15. If C is a cyclic code of length m generated by g(x) and is of minimum distance d, then the code Cˆ
of length mk generated by g(x)(1+ xm + x2m + · · · + x(k−1)m) is a repetition code of C repeated k times and
its minimum distance is dk.
Proof. Trivial. 
5.1. Generating polynomial of the code M0
It is clearly x
pnq−1
(x−1) = 1+ x+ x2 + · · · + xp
nq−1 and the minimum distance is pnq.
5.2. Generating polynomial of the code Mpn
Observe that
xp
nq − 1 = (x− 1)(1+ x+ x2 + · · · + xq−1)(1+ xq + x2q + · · · + x(pn−1)q)
and the minimal polynomial of αp
n
is M(p
n)(x) = 1+ x+ x2 +· · ·+ xq−1. Hence, the generating polyno-
mial of Mpn is (x−1)(1+ xq + x2q +· · ·+ x(pn−1)q) and being a repetition code, its minimum distance,
by Lemma 15, is 2pn .
5.3. Generating polynomial of the code Mp jq
Clearly, the minimal polynomial of αp
jq for 0 j  n − 1 is
M(p
jq)(x) = 1+ xpn− j−1 + x2pn− j−1 + · · · + x(p−1)pn− j−1 .
Also for 0 j  n − 1, we have
(
xp
nq − 1)= (xpn− j − 1)(1+ xpn− j + x2pn− j + · · · + x(p jq−1)pn− j )
= (xpn− j−1 − 1)(1+ xpn− j−1 + x2pn− j−1 + · · · + x(p−1)pn− j−1)
× (1+ xpn− j + x2pn− j + · · · + x(p jq−1)pn− j ).
Therefore, the generating polynomial of Mp jq is given by
(
xp
n− j−1 − 1)(1+ xpn− j + x2pn− j + · · · + x(p jq−1)pn− j ).
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n− j generated by (xpn− j−1 − 1),
has minimum distance 2p jq, by Lemma 15.
5.4. Generating polynomial of the code Mak p j
For 0 j  n − 1, we have
(
xp
nq − 1)= (xpn− jq)p j − 1
= (xpn− jq − 1)(1+ xpn− jq + x2pn− jq + · · · + x(p j−1)pn− jq)
= (xpn− j−1q − 1)(1+ xpn− j−1q + x2pn− j−1q + · · · + x(p−1)pn− j−1q)













= (xpn− j−1q − 1)(1+ xpn− j−1 + · · · + x(p−1)pn− j−1)
× (1+ xpn− jq + · · · + x(p j−1)pn− jq).
Lemma 16. Let C j be the code of length pn− jq over GF() generated by g(x) = (xpn− j−1q − 1)(1+ xpn− j−1 +
· · · + x(p−1)pn− j−1). Then the minimum distance of C j is 4.
Proof. As C j is generated by g(x), (xp
n− j−1 −1)g(x) = xpn− j+q − xpn− j − xq +1 is a codeword of weight
4 in C j . Therefore, the minimum distance of the code C j is at most 4. Thus, it is enough to prove
that there is no codeword of weight 2 or 3 in C j .
(i) Let c˜(x) = λ1xt1 − λ2xt2 , where 0 = λ1, λ2 ∈ GF() and t2 < t1, be a codeword of weight 2 in C j .
Then c˜(x) = λ1xt2 (xt1−t2 − λ2λ−11 ) so that c(x) = xt − λ, t  1, λ ∈ GF(), is a codeword of weight 2
in C j . Also C j is generated by g(x). Therefore, g(x) divides c(x) giving us that 1 is a root of c(x) so
that λ = 1. Thus, c(x) = xt − 1 and g(x) | (xt − 1). Also (xpn− j − 1) | g(x) so that (xpn− j − 1) | (xt − 1).
Thus, pn− j | t . Similarly (xq − 1) | g(x) which divides (xt − 1). Hence q | t . Therefore, pn− jq divides t .
Consequently, (xp
n− jq − 1) | (xt − 1) so that (xt − 1) ≡ 0 (mod (xpn− jq − 1)). But C j has length pn− jq.
Thus, (xt − 1) is the zero codeword in C j showing that C j has no codeword of weight 2.
(ii) Let c be a codeword in C j having weight 3 and c(x) = xt1 + λxt2 +μ, where λ,μ are non-zero
in GF() with 1 t2 < t1. Again 1 is a root of c(x) so that 1+λ+μ = 0. Therefore, c(x) = xt1 +λxt2 −
(1 + λ) with λ = 0 and λ = −1. As (xpn− j − 1) | (xt1 + λxt2 − (1 + λ)), we have that t2 = t1 − pn− jr
for some r  1. Also there exists an integer s  1 such that t2 − pn− j s = 0. Thus, t2 = pn− j s and
t1 = pn− j(r+ s) showing that pn− j | t1 and pn− j | t2. Similarly q | t1 and q | t2. Therefore, pn− jq divides
both t1 and t2. Hence (xp
n− jq −1) | (xt1 −1) and (xpn− jq −1) | (xt2 −1). Also c(x) = xt1 +λxt2 −(1+λ) =
(xt1 − 1)+λ(xt2 − 1). Thus, (xpn− jq − 1) | c(x) showing that c(x) is the zero codeword in C j . Therefore,
there does not exist any codeword of weight 3. 
Remark 4. In [2], it has been mentioned that the minimum distance of the code C j generated by g(x)
is 2min(p,q) whereas by Lemma 16, the minimum distance of C j is 4. Also the minimum distance
of the minimal codes M1 and M2 in their example turns out to be 12.
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codes Mak p j (x), 0 k d − 1.
The permutation μa of the coordinate positions {0,1, . . . , (m − 1)} (here m = pnq) deﬁned by
μa(i) ≡ ia (mod m) with gcd(a,m) = 1 is called a multiplier. Since cyclic codes of length m are ideals




)≡ f (xa)(mod (xm − 1)).
The following results enable one to determine the generating idempotent of the image code μa(C)
from that of the code C .
Lemma 17. Let C be a cyclic code of length m over GF(), with the generating idempotent e(x). Let a be an
integer with gcd(a,m) = 1. Then, μa(e(x)) is the generating idempotent of the cyclic code μa(C).
Proof. See Vera Pless [4, Corollary, page 93]. 
Lemma 18. Let C1 and C2 be cyclic codes of lengthm over GF(). Then C1 and C2 are permutation equivalent if
there exists a multiplier that maps C1 to C2 i.e., if there exists a multiplier that maps the generating idempotent
of C1 to the generating idempotent of C2 .
Theorem 3. For any integer t, θst(x) = μs−1 (θt(x)) if gcd(s,m) = 1, where θs(x) is the generating idempotent
of the irreducible cyclic code Ms .
Proof. For gcd(s,m) = 1, we have Z/mZ\Cst = μs(Z/mZ\Ct), and therefore, by Lemma 17, we have
Mst = μs−1 (Mt). 
Theorem 4. For each j, 0  j  n − 1, the minimal cyclic codes Mak p j , 0  k  d − 1, are permutation
equivalent codes, each having the same minimum distance which is at least 4p j .
Proof. By Theorem 3, for 0  k  d − 1, 0  j  n − 1 we have θak+1p j (x) = μa−1 (θak p j (x)) i.e.,
μa(θak+1p j (x)) = (θak p j (x)). Thus, μag (θak+g p j (x)) = θak p j (x) for all k, g , 0  k, g  d − 1. Therefore,
for a ﬁxed j, the generating idempotents θak p j (x), 0 k  d − 1, are images of each other under the
multiplier μa proving that the minimal codes Mak p j , 0  k  d − 1, are all permutation equivalent
codes (Lemma 18). Also as the minimum distance of permutation equivalent codes is the same, the
minimal codes Mak p j , 0 k d − 1, have equal minimum distance.




k p j )(x)
is a repetition code of C j
repeated p j times and its minimum distance is 4p j . The minimal codes Mak p j (x), 0 k d−1, being
subcodes of Cˆ j (=⊕d−1k=0 Mak p j ), have minimum distance at least 4p j . This proves the theorem. 
6. Examples
We will consider two examples, one each for u = 0 and u = d2 .
1. Take p = 5, q = 17, n = 1. Then  = 3, d = 4, a = 2 and u = 2.
The minimal ternary codes M0, M1, M2, M4, M5, M8 and M17 of length 85 have the following
parameters:
(a) The seven primitive idempotents mod 85 over GF(3) are:
θ0(x) = 1+ x+ x2 + · · · + x84,
θ1(x) = 1+ σ1(x) − σ2(x) − σ5(x) + σ8(x) − σ17(x),
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θ4(x) = 1+ σ2(x) + σ4(x) − σ5(x) − σ8(x) − σ17(x),
θ5(x) = 1− σ1(x) − σ2(x) − σ4(x) − σ5(x) − σ8(x) + σ17(x),
θ8(x) = 1+ σ1(x) + σ2(x) − σ4(x) − σ5(x) − σ17(x),
θ17(x) = 1− σ1(x) − σ2(x) − σ4(x) + σ5(x) − σ8(x) − σ17(x).
(b) The minimal polynomial corresponding to each cyclotomic coset is obtained below:
As (x85 − 1) =∏s M(s)(x),
M(0)(x) = x− 1,
M(1)(x) = x16 + x14 + x12 − x11 − x10 − x9 + x6 + x4 + x3 + x2 − x+ 1,
M(2)(x) = x16 − x15 − x12 − x11 − x9 + x8 + x7 + x6 + x5 − x2 + x+ 1,
M(4)(x) = x16 − x15 + x14 + x13 + x12 + x10 − x7 − x6 − x5 + x4 + x2 + 1,
M(5)(x) = x16 + x15 + x14 + · · · + x2 + x+ 1,
M(8)(x) = x16 + x15 − x14 + x11 + x10 + x9 + x8 − x7 − x5 − x4 − x+ 1,
M(17)(x) = x4 + x3 + x2 + x+ 1.
(c) If gs(x) is the generating polynomial of Ms then we have
g0(x) = x84 + x83 + · · · + x+ 1,
g1(x) =
(
x69 − x67 + x64 − x63 − x62 − x60 + x59 − x58 + x57 − x56 − x55 + x52 + x51 − x49
− x48 − x45 + x44 + x43 − x39 + x37 − x35 + x34 − x33 − x31 − x30 + x29 − x27 − x25
− x24 + x23 − x22 − x17 − x16 + x15 − x14 − x11 − x7 + x6 + x4 − x3 − x− 1),
g2(x) =
(
x69 + x68 + x67 + x66 − x65 + x64 − x60 + x59 − x58 + x57 + x56 + x55 + x54 + x53 + x52
− x51 + x50 + x49 + x48 − x46 − x44 − x42 − x41 + x40 + x39 + x38 + x37 + x36 − x35
+ x34 − x33 + x32 − x30 + x28 + x27 + x25 + x24 + x22 + x20 + x18 − x16 + x12 − x11
+ x9 − x8 + x7 + x6 + x4 + x2 + x− 1),
g4(x) =
(
x69 + x68 + x66 − x65 − x63 + x62 + x58 + x55 − x54 + x53 + x52 + x47 − x46 + x45 + x44
+ x42 − x40 + x39 + x38 + x36 − x35 + x34 − x32 + x30 − x26 − x25 + x24 + x21 + x20
− x18 − x17 + x14 + x13 − x12 + x11 − x10 + x9 + x7 + x6 − x5 + x2 − 1),
g5(x) = x69 − x68 + x52 − x51 + x35 − x34 + x18 − x17 + x− 1,
g8(x) =
(
x69 − x68 − x67 − x65 − x63 − x62 + x61 − x60 + x58 − x57 + x53 − x51 − x49 − x47 − x45
− x44 − x42 − x41 + x39 − x37 + x36 − x35 + x34 − x33 − x32 − x31 − x30 − x29 + x28
+ x27 + x25 + x23 − x21 − x20 − x19 + x18 − x17 − x16 − x15 − x14 − x13 − x12 + x11
− x10 + x9 − x5 + x4 − x3 − x2 − x− 1),
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(
x81 − x80 + x76 − x75 + x71 − x70 + x66 − x65 + x61 − x60 + x56 − x55 + x51 − x50
+ x46 − x45 + x41 − x40 + x36 − x35 + x31 − x30 + x26 − x25 + x21 − x20 + x16 − x15
+ x11 − x10 + x6 − x5 + x− 1).
(d) The dimension and minimum distance are given by:
In view of Theorem 4, the codes M1, M2, M4 and M8 are permutation equivalent codes and have
the same dimension and minimum distance.
Codes M0 M1 M2 M4 M5 M8 M17
Dimension 1 16 16 16 16 16 4
Minimum distance 85 36 36 36 10 36 34
2. Take p = 7, q = 19, n = 1. Then d = 6,  = 3, a = 2 and u = 0.
The minimal ternary codes M0, M1, M2, M4, M7, M8, M16, M19 and M32 of length 133 have
the following parameters:
(a) The nine primitive idempotents mod 133 over GF(3) are:
θ0(x) = 1+ x+ x2 + · · · + x132,
θ1(x) = σ2(x) − σ7(x) − σ8(x) + σ16(x),
θ2(x) = σ1(x) − σ4(x) − σ7(x) + σ8(x),
θ4(x) = −σ2(x) + σ4(x) − σ7(x) + σ32(x),
θ7(x) = −σ1(x) − σ2(x) − σ4(x) − σ7(x) − σ8(x) − σ16(x) − σ32(x),
θ8(x) = −σ1(x) + σ2(x) − σ7(x) + σ16(x),
θ16(x) = σ1(x) − σ7(x) + σ8(x) − σ32(x),
θ19(x) = −σ1(x) − σ2(x) − σ4(x) − σ8(x) − σ16(x) − σ19(x) − σ32(x),
θ32(x) = σ4(x) − σ7(x) − σ16(x) + σ32(x).
(b) The minimal polynomial corresponding to each cyclotomic coset are obtained below:
As (x133 − 1) =∏s M(s)(x),
M(0)(x) = x− 1,
M(1)(x) = x18 + x16 − x14 + x13 − x12 − x11 − x10 − x8 − x7 − x6 + x5 − x4 + x2 + 1,
M(2)(x) = x18 − x17 − x16 − x15 + x12 − x11 + x10 + x8 − x7 + x6 − x3 − x2 − x+ 1,
M(4)(x) = x18 − x16 + x15 + x14 + x13 − x12 − x10 − x9 − x8 − x6 + x5 + x4 + x3 − x2 + 1,
M(7)(x) = x18 + x17 + · · · + x2 + x+ 1,
M(8)(x) = x18 + x17 + x15 − x14 + x12 + x10 − x9 + x8 + x6 − x4 + x3 + x+ 1,
M(16)(x) = x18 − x17 − x16 + x15 − x13 + x11 − x10 − x8 + x7 − x5 + x3 − x2 − x+ 1,
M(19)(x) = x6 + x5 + x4 + x3 + x2 + x+ 1,
M(32)(x) = x18 − x14 + x11 − x10 + x9 − x8 + x7 − x4 + 1.
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g0(x) = x132 + x131 + · · · + x2 + x+ 1,
g1(x) = x115 − x113 − x111 − x110 + x109 + x107 − x106 − x104 − x101 + x100 − x99 + x98 + x97
+ x96 − x95 − x94 + x93 + x92 − x91 − x90 − x89 + x88 + x85 − x84 − x83 + x82 − x80
+ x79 + x78 + x76 + x75 − x73 + x69 − x67 − x66 + x65 + x61 − x60 + x58 − x57 + x55
− x54 − x50 + x49 + x48 − x46 + x42 − x40 − x39 − x37 − x36 + x35 − x33 + x32 + x31
− x30 − x27 + x26 + x25 + x24 − x23 − x22 + x21 + x20 − x19 − x18 − x17 + x16 − x15
+ x14 + x11 + x9 − x8 − x6 + x5 + x4 + x2 − 1,
g2(x) = x115 + x114 − x113 + x112 + x111 + x110 − x109 + x108 − x107 − x106 − x105 − x104 − x103
− x101 + x98 − x97 − x96 + x94 − x93 + x91 + x88 + x87 + x86 − x84 − x82 − x80 + x79
− x77 − x74 − x73 + x72 + x71 − x68 − x65 + x64 − x63 + x61 + x59 − x58 + x57 − x56
− x54 + x52 − x51 + x50 + x47 − x44 − x43 + x42 + x41 + x38 − x36 + x35 + x33 + x31
− x29 − x28 − x27 − x24 + x22 − x21 + x19 + x18 − x17 + x14 + x12 + x11 + x10 + x9
+ x8 − x7 + x6 − x5 − x4 − x3 + x2 − x− 1,
g4(x) = x115 + x113 − x112 + x109 + x107 − x106 − x105 + x103 − x102 − x101 − x100 + x99 − x96
+ x95 + x94 − x93 − x92 + x90 + x88 − x87 − x85 + x84 + x83 + x81 + x80 − x78 + x77
+ x76 + x75 + x73 + x72 − x71 + x70 + x68 + x64 − x63 + x62 + x61 + x60 + x59 + x58
− x57 − x56 − x55 − x54 − x53 + x52 − x51 − x47 − x45 + x44 − x43 − x42 − x40 − x39
− x38 + x37 − x35 − x34 − x32 − x31 + x30 + x28 − x27 − x25 + x23 + x22 − x21 − x20
+ x19 − x16 + x15 + x14 + x13 − x12 + x10 + x9 − x8 − x6 + x3 − x2 − 1,
g7(x) = x115 − x114 + x96 − x95 + x77 − x76 + x58 − x57 + x39 − x38 + x20 − x19 + x− 1,
g8(x) = x115 − x114 + x113 + x112 + x111 − x109 − x108 − x106 + x102 − x101 − x100 + x99 − x98
+ x97 − x93 + x92 + x90 − x89 + x88 + x87 + x86 + x85 + x83 + x82 − x81 + x80 − x78
+ x76 − x75 − x74 − x73 + x72 + x70 − x68 + x66 + x65 − x61 − x58 + x57 + x54 − x50
− x49 + x47 − x45 − x43 + x42 + x41 + x40 − x39 + x37 − x35 + x34 − x33 − x32 − x30
− x29 − x28 − x27 + x26 − x25 − x23 + x22 − x18 + x17 − x16 + x15 + x14 − x13 + x9
+ x7 + x6 − x4 − x3 − x2 + x− 1,
g16(x) = x115 + x114 − x113 − x112 + x110 − x108 + x106 + x105 + x104 − x102 − x101 + x99 + x98
+ x96 − x95 + x92 + x91 + x90 + x89 + x86 + x85 − x83 − x77 − x76 + x75 + x70 − x66
− x63 − x62 + x60 + x58 − x57 − x55 + x53 + x52 + x49 − x45 − x40 + x39 + x38 + x32
− x30 − x29 − x26 − x25 − x24 − x23 + x20 − x19 − x17 − x16 + x14 + x13 − x11 − x10
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g19(x) = x127 − x126 + x120 − x119 + x113 − x112 + x106 − x105 + x99 − x98 + x92 − x91 + x85
− x84 + x78 − x77 + x71 − x70 + x64 − x63 + x57 − x56 + x50 − x49 + x43 − x42 + x36
− x35 + x29 − x28 + x22 − x21 + x15 − x14 + x8 − x7 + x− 1,
g32(x) = x115 + x111 − x108 − x107 − x106 + x105 + x102 + x101 − x100 + x99 − x98 + x96 − x95
− x93 + x92 − x89 − x87 − x86 − x85 + x84 − x83 + x82 + x81 + x80 + x76 − x74 − x73
− x72 − x71 − x68 + x67 + x66 + x65 + x64 − x62 − x61 − x60 + x58 − x57 + x55 + x54
+ x53 − x51 − x50 − x49 − x48 + x47 + x44 + x43 + x42 + x41 − x39 − x35 − x34 − x33
+ x32 − x31 + x30 + x29 + x28 + x26 − x23 + x22 + x20 − x19 + x17 − x16 + x15 − x14
− x13 − x10 + x9 + x8 + x7 − x4 − 1.
(d) The dimension and minimum distance are given by:
Again by Theorem 4, the codes M1, M2, M4, M8, M16 and M32 being permutation equivalent,
have the same dimension and minimum distance.
Codes M0 M1 M2 M4 M7 M8 M16 M19 M32
Dimension 1 18 18 18 18 18 18 6 18
Minimum distance 132 60 60 60 14 60 60 38 60
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